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 user extensible options, statistical reporting, and powerful charting on the fly. 1.2. Feature Maturity
{#sec1dot2-ijerph-15-02876} --------------------- Feature Maturity describes the current version of the software and its

functionality; a higher value indicates a more stable release and better features. 1.3. Classification {#sec1dot3-ijerph-15-02876}
------------------- Classification describes the type of versioning strategy (permissive, enforced or non-versioning); a higher value

indicates a more rigid release strategy and more controlled versioning. 1.4. Download Link {#sec1dot4-ijerph-15-02876}
------------------ A typical web link, including a screenshot of the application interface, as well as the file type (e.g., zip, txt), if

applicable. The next eight features are major ones. *Screenshots* can be found in [Figure 1](#ijerph-15-02876-f001){ref-
type="fig"}. 2. Results {#sec2-ijerph-15-02876} ========== The software is currently in its most stable state, Version 5, and
includes the following features: support for rendering both graphs and tables in powerpoint; automatic layout with controls; drag-

and-drop axis configuration; basic support for series type (x-y, time series, percentage), chart type (line, bar, pie, scatter, and
funnel), control functions (tooltips, drill-downs, scroll bars, zoom in/out, etc.), and standard statistical data (mean, standard

deviation, variance, etc.); support for simple chaining of control functions (tooltips, drill-downs, etc.) to easily enable the user to
configure the interface as needed; flexible charting options for line charts, bar charts, pie charts, scatter charts, and funnel

charts; and, most importantly, support for sending email messages (emails) based on changes. The current version also includes
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powerpoint and word export tools; flexible dashboards for PowerPoint, Excel, and Word; and, finally, content filters for chart
types, drill-downs, user-defined statistical values, statistical significance, and drill-downs. 3. Case Studies

{#sec3-ijerph-15-02876} =============== 82157476af
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